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Outcomes
that matter
HP Managed Print Services

HP Managed Print Services (MPS) is a strategic partnership 
designed to help you deliver business outcomes that matter— 
lower your total cost of printing, enable IT to be more  
efficient, improve how people work, protect information,  
and address sustainability.
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“Most providers can fix hardware; very few can enable us to run 
our business. HP capabilities are essential to succeeding in any 
Managed Print outsourcing services.”
Abby Hossein, Chief Technology Officer, Mercury Insurance Group

Choosing a strategic partner for  
MPS is smart IT
As businesses rapidly shift to XaaS (Everything-as-a-Service) to deliver IT capabilities,  
the economics of technology are changing. This allows companies to help free up 
capital, reduce operational expenses, and invest in areas that can increase productivity, 
competitiveness, and profitability.

By blending HP’s managed print services into your IT strategy, you can maximise the  
return on your printing investment, allowing you to focus on things that matter most.  
By partnering with HP, you get a single, strategic service provider who can help you:

Reduce costs 
Optimise your fleet placement, uptime, and utilisation with a consistent global service 
level that provides predictable costs. Choose what to outsource from a flexible set 
of service levels and billing options to gain efficiencies in your IT department. And 
maintain continuous transparency and access to critical data and insights for better 
decision-making and continuous improvement.

Protect information 
Work with a leader in print security. HP can help you discover potential vulnerabilities in 
your printing environment and implement a plan to monitor and address security issues 
over time. Protect device settings, network access, control panel use, and unclaimed 
documents in the output bin—all of which can lead to security breaches.

Work smarter 
Innovate in ways that improve printing practices, digitise workflows, and integrate  
content into today’s business applications for a better user experience—to access  
and process information more effectively.

Optimise sustainability 
Work with an environmental leader to help minimise your carbon footprint and help  
achieve sustainability goals. Implement smart printing policies, reduce waste,  
and help provide responsible recycling of toner and ink cartridges.
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Hardware 

Select from our broad portfolio of A3/A4 managed devices. We can also 
manage your environment “as-is,” including non-HP and Zebra qualified 
devices. And we offer flexible financing and leasing terms to address 
your specific needs.

Services 
Choose from a modular and flexible set of managed services for device 
maintenance, supplies management, and remote management and 
diagnostic services. With HP’s professional services, you can improve 
print security, business intelligence, and more.

Supplies 

Count on HP MPS to deliver reliable, Original HP supplies on time—
keeping users up and running with quality output. And take advantage 
of HP’s flexible billing options to get the business terms that work 
for you.

Software 
Help achieve greater success with a full suite of JetAdvantage solutions 
for management, security, mobility, and workflow—from HP and our 
solution partners—giving you the industry’s best capabilities.

HP MPS is a total solution
HP MPS is a comprehensive approach—integrating hardware, supplies, services, 
and software to deliver a total solution.

Our broad experience enables us to provide services that hit the mark for small 
or medium-size businesses, public sector organisations, and large enterprises, 
in industries such as manufacturing, technology, financial services, insurance, 
healthcare, transportation, communications, and more.
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Manage
Once in place, we provide ongoing operational and governance services 
to provide compliance to the contracted SLA and best-in-class end-user  
satisfaction. We also identify opportunities for further innovation  
and improvement. 

And the engagement 
never stops. We 
continuously design, 
transition, and 
manage as your 
needs change  
over time. 

HP Managed Print Services—tailored to your business

It all starts with you. Your business objectives drive everything 
we do. Our consultative approach helps establish a service 
level agreement (SLA) that is aligned to your needs. We’ll 
implement an environment that delivers results today and 
work to continually optimise outcomes for the future.

Underpinned by the industry services framework of ITIL 
(IT Infrastructure Library) and PMP (Project Management 
Principles), HP provides strategic guidance to help 
organisations improve and evolve their print environment. 
With 25 years of experience and leadership in the printing 
market and our unique combination of people, processes,  

and innovative tools, we have the expertise to cover all 
aspects of your global imaging and printing environment.

HP’s comprehensive approach to MPS is delivered through 
flexible, modular service offerings that are organised into 
three stages: Design, Transition, and Manage. We allow you to 
select the level of involvement that’s right for you—you can 
manage key components of MPS in-house, outsource some 
areas completely to HP, and take a co-management approach 
in other areas—whatever works best with your budget 
and resources.

Design
Getting the right design begins with a thorough understanding  
of your environment. 

We monitor your printing and scanning, consult with your team,  
and design an optimised environment that will deliver results.

Transition
Managing change and the risks associated with it is vital to  
success. HP assigns a Project Manager and team to help you implement the 
transition plan based on your needs. Then we implement service levels and 
manage change to minimise costs, risks, and disruptions to IT and users.

• Discovery and assessment

• Benchmarking

• Finance and billing options

• Design

• Installation

• Integration

• Management of change

• Management of risk

• Account delivery management
• Support services
• Consumables management

• Remote services
• Strategic business reviews



Global scale
As a global technology and services 
leader, HP offers an efficient 
worldwide MPS approach:

• Global service coverage 
in 170 countries. 

• Single global contract with standard 
devices and SLAs.

• Complete transparency and insights 
through innovative self-serve 
reporting and analytics tools and 
quarterly business reviews.
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Flexibility 

Take advantage of HP’s flexible service 
portfolio to get what you need and 
nothing more. Outsource the parts you 
want and add more over time. 

• New and existing hardware. We 
can quickly ship many device types, 
including HP A4 and A3, Multi-vendor, 
Manage-as-is, and Zebra qualified,  
worldwide.

• Modular service offers. Let us design 
a custom offer specific to your needs 
and adjust it as those needs change.

• Billing options that fit. Cost per 
page, utility, and subscription billing 
options enable you to get the right 
terms for your business.

Security 

Add HP Print Security Professional 
Services to your MPS contract to 
get further layers of protection. 
Credentialed security advisors can 
help co-develop and deploy a custom 
plan to advance your print security 
to address people, processes, and 
compliance requirements.

• HP Print Security Advisory Service

• HP Print Security Implementation 
Service

• HP Print Security Advisory Retainer 
Service

• HP Print Security and Governance 
and Compliance Service

For more information about HP’s 
industry-leading solutions for device, 
data, and document security, see the 
HP Secure MPS brochure.1

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocument.aspx?docname=4AA6-4525EEW


HP takes a holistic approach to managing the latest printing and imaging tools, 
technologies, infrastructure, and processes that support your organisation to 
improve productivity, simplify management, and reduce costs for your entire 
end-user environment.

Share with colleagues

Sign up for updates 
hp.com/go/getupdated

1 The HP Secure MPS brochure is located at: http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetDocumentaspx?docname=4A
A6-4525EEW .
2 Data source ORC International, 15 April 2015. Conducted 980 interviews in AMS, EMEA, and APJ 
across 10 dimensions of satisfaction. 
3 Data source ORC International, 15 April 2015. Conducted 980 interviews in AMS, EMEA, and APJ.
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Complete solutions
End-to-end solutions 
and services to identify 
and address your specific 
needs today and into 
the future 

Expertise
HP has more than   
25 years of experience 
with imaging and printing 
in enterprise-sized 
environments 

Leadership
• Global leader in imaging 

and printing

• Industry leader 
in network and 
infrastructure 
management

• Organisation with a 
strong commitment 
to environmental 
sustainability

Get started
Contact your local HP representative to:

• Set up a workshop to assess your specific business needs.
• Establish a plan to implement the best solution for today and into the future.
• Identify an environmental approach that can help your organisation save money.

Learn more
hp.com/go/mps
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